
mishaps. Np effort wilt be made
to reach towns for overnight

t stops, as the handicapped young
pedestrian will carry bjapkets and
a small supply of food, '
- -- Galbraith is 21 years pf age. and
has-bee- crippled all his life. He
is an expert tennis player, swim--
mer, hoxer.,and wrestler., The
agility with which Jhe gets around

- with the aid of tme, crutch in a
- tennis game is remarkable,

As .& fancy diver he took third
place in the dual meet between

. the Y. M. C. A., which .he repre-- J

sented,.and the. Olympic club. He
s a powerful swimmer, and

J desp'itet thfe handicap of but one
leg, is. conceded to be one- - of the
iestshort distance men in the
Northwest. As a? boxer he shows
to the least advantage, being com- -
ipelkd to-us- e a crutch, whicfr ham-- -
pers the movements of his-arm- s.

' "But as" a wrestler7 he is a dan- -

gerous opponent. Here he dis-

cards the crutch and makes his
fight from the mat. His powerful

-- 'arms, perfect development and
Splendid physical condition make
rup for. the loss of the limb. '

" - "In walking, Galbraith employs
long swing, made possible by

" the power of his arms, and he can
easily do five miles an hour.

The young athlete will carry a
message from Mayor Hindley of
Spokane to the chief executive of
SanFrajicjsco, and will get the

; signatures of;the mayors of the
principal towns through which he
passes.
. Galbraith is. not doing the walk
on a bet.

A SLEDBARROW

dS "

Wheelbarrows do not do very
well in the winter with snow pn
the ground, because the work of
wheeling them is increased about
a hundred per cent. It was this
fact, coupled.With the necessity of
using a wheelbarrow whether
there was snow or not, that sug-
gested the equipment of the bar-
row wheel with a runner so that
it became a sledbarrow rather
than a wheelbarrow.

The board used for the runner
should be "made good and long,
and should t$e curved on. the un-
der sides. It is not a bad idea- - to
bind the edge of the runner board
with strap iron. This rnake's it
w6ar better and glide over the
snowvtnore easily.
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CHANCE WANTS BROWN
There is a rumor afloa't today;

to the effect that Frank Chance
is planning to take "Three Fin-

gered" Mordecai Brown to New
York with him. If tfie'deal goes
through Brown will probably be,

used to.coach Hhe. young" High-
lander pitchers. w , .
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The most appalling accident in

history was the fall of a Roman
amphiteater in the time of Tiber-
ius. Fifty thousand people were
crushed.


